In 1941 Seidel and Walsh [3] proved the existence of an entire function F of a complex variable such that every function analytic in a simply connected region of the complex plane is the uniform limit on compact sets of a sequence of translates of F. This result generalizes a theorem of G. D. Birkhoff [l] on entire functions. In the present note an analogous theorem is proved for continuous real or complex functions on a more general class of topological spaces where the role of polynomial approximation in the above proofs is assumed by a sequence of functions constructed using Urysohn's lemma.
Let X be a locally compact hausdorff space with the following properties: there exist countable sequences {Cn) and {<r"} of disjoint compact sets and homeomorphisms of X onto itself, respectively, such that for every compact K, la. KC\Cn -0 and lb. KCCnGn,1 except for finitely many n. Such an X is evidently not compact but is countable at infinity, since each point lies in some Cnan. Thus the compact open topology on the algebra 31 of all continuous real or complex valued functions on X is the topology of sequential convergence in a suitable Frechet metric on 21.
Theorem.
Let X be a locally compact hausdorff space with properties la and lb, and let ty be a countable family of continuous real or complex functions on X. Then there exists a continuous real or complex function F on X such that every uniform limit on compact sets of functions in §) is the limit of a sequence of the functions F o o^1.
First we find an infinite subsequence {Cm) of { Cn } and sets Am and Wm, compact and open respectively, such that AmCWmCCm and such that {Amcm} retains property lb. Since X is locally compact, the interiors Un of Cn<rn are nonempty for an infinite set J of integers, and { Uj,jGJ} has property lb. In fact, each compact K has a compact neighborhood N, and NCCjffj for all j large; thus the interior of N, which contains K, is contained in Uj. The Cjffj,jGJ, are compact, so that for eachj there is a least integer y(j) GJ such that CjO-jC <A(j> Observe that gm(x) =g",_i(x) on rm_x and that gm(x) =fm(xam) on Am.
Since each compact A' lies in all Tm from some m on, the sequence \gm} converges uniformly on compact sets to a limit F; this function is continuous, since it coincides with a continuous function on each compact set, and the space X is locally compact. Now F(x) =gm(x) on rmDAm, so that F(x) =fm(xo-m) on Am. Let yEAmom and write y = xam ior some x£Am. Then F(yOml) = F(x) =fm(xam) =fm(y) for yEAmam.
The sequence |Amo-m} has property lb; so suppose that the sequence }/",.} of functions from f) converges uniformly on compact sets to a function /. It is enough to show that for every compact K, KC\Cn = 0, except for finitely many n. Assume that Kf^Cm9£0
for an infinite subset M of {n\, and choose pmGKr\Cm for each #z£M. Then {pm\ is an infinite point set, which must have a limit point p in KC\c\ (UCm).
But if pGc\ (UCm), then ££UC», since UC" is closed, and so pGC, for some r. Thus infinitely many pm lie in V" which is impossible for m^r; consequently Kr\Cn -0, for all n large. Corollary 2. If X is a differentiable manifold of class r, 1 gr < oo, and if the an and the fn are of class r, then F can be found also of class r.
The functions am and /3m can be chosen of class r,3 so that the gn are also of class r. For each point pGX, choose a compact neighborhood A7. Then for some m, NGYm; on Tm the function F equals gm, which is of class r. Thus F has class r.
